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Siber: Experience and Enlightenment

Experience and Enlightenment:
Character Portrait in Letters of Johann Caspar Lohbauer

by Elizabeth M. Siber

These letters of a great-great uncle of mine titled, Experience and
Enlightenment: Character Portrait in Letters of Johann Caspar Lohbauer,
killed in the US Civil War 1863, Published Zurich 1864, were published in
book format by his family in Switzerland and were introduced with the
following words:
"If we print these letters, at first to a restricted public, it is
because of the distinct wish of many dear friends who had seen part
of these letters, or had heard of its contents, and who by their
knowledge were affected and dearly wished to know it all- a wish,
which with the publication of these letters could be best achieved.
We also believe that these letters contain lots of interesting and new
information, not only for those who were intimately related to the
writer, by family or other, but also for those who, for whatever
reason, look to the United States and wish to hear some
unadulterated news. This is the only reason for the publication
thereof: they are not the letters of a scholar, nor of a geographical
or statistical academic, or least of all of an immigration agent, but
the narrations of a healthy, practical mind and of a warm heart,
reports that were never intended for the public, only for his parents
and his family. Coming from this angle the letters should be read
and understood. We believe that the reader will be filled with
respect and love for the writer. He redeemed himself in a foreign
land. May he be remembered with honor and the publication well
received." (Dated December 1863)

Original copies of the book are at the Central Library in Bern and at the
New York Public Library. I also found at the archives in Zurich an article
about Johann Caspar Lohbauer' s letters. This article, published March 1973
in the magazine TURICUM, Vierteljahrschriftfar Kultur, Wissenschaft und
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Wirtschaft, was written by Albert Himmerich, Berlin. He not only describes
the contents of the letters, but also muses over the reason my great-great
uncle left Switzerland. Was it his failure as a printer? Or was it an incident
that might have happened when he became a teacher somewhere outside of
Zurich. I wonder how many copies were originally printed?
So what was his life like in the United States? His enthusiastic
descriptions of everything American are a joy to read and to research. I have
so far visited Bowen's Prairie, Iowa, from where he sent his first letters, and
just recently returned from a trip through Missouri and Arkansas. I visited
his grave in Baxter Springs, Kansas, where he is buried in the second oldest
military cemetery of the United States. His name is listed on the Soldier's
Memorial dedicated to those killed in the massacre by the rebel leader
Quantrill on October 6, 1863.

The Soldier's Memorial, Baxter Springs John C. Lowbower's Name on the Plaque on
' the Soldier's Memorial.
Kansas.

Johann Caspar Lohbauer's letters written between March 1856 and
December 1862 narrate in detail, sometimes with great humor, his life as a
farmer in Iowa and later, when he became Clerk to General Curtis, they
describe a part of the Civil War that is less known. He admired much in the
United States, was puzzled by some social movements, participated very
actively politically, which makes for fascinating reading. Again and again
he justifies his actions in his letters. One can feel his obligation to come up
to the intellectual standards of his father, who owned a printing business and
a stationery store at the Limmatquai in Zurich.
The letters are preceded with a poignant and historically informative
self-biography written before his departure September 22, 1853. Broken
down into different chapters he describes his first years in Zurich. He was
born January 29, 1829. At the age of four he lost his mother. In this chapter
marked "Childhood" he talks about school, which he loved, the books he
read, the remarriage of his father to the sister of his mother, all in all a very
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/3
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happy childhood. In the next chapter "Boyhood" he goes to trade school,
although he would have enjoyed going to college. Already at that age he
enjoyed a good political discussion, which later in his life he continued with
passion. These were the years before the Constitution of 1848 was drafted,
and the memories of the Sonderbund, a Swiss civil war, still raw. At the age
of a "young man" he starts the apprenticeship as a printer in one of the best
houses in Geneva. As the eldest, he really wants to follow in the footsteps
of his father, but the apprenticeship was not a success, and he abandoned it
prematurely. So what now?: He enrolled in the teacher's seminar in
Kusnacht, Canton of Zurich, and was one of their first students there. He
thoroughly enjoyed the challenge. Only the death of his stepmother dealt
another blow to Hans, as he was then known. In 1852 his father remarried
for a third time. The third wife is the mother of my great-great grandmother.
In his last short chapter titled "School Candidate" he just briefly talks about
the three positions he held as replacement teacher. He later never
abandoned his respect for teaching, and observes how important schooling
is, and how one can abuse it by being too liberal as a teacher.
He ends his biography with a vow to make up in the new foreign land
what he failed to do right in Switzerland. Why he left Switzerland remains
to this day a mystery. After all these years it remains a mystery. When I
started to seriously research his letters, I was not sure how much he would
have approved my digging into his past.
Encouraged to republish the letters by Michael P. Musick, Subject Area
Expert U.S. Civil War, at the National Archives, I started to look into
places, stories and books of that time, to cross-reference what Johann
Caspar Lohbauer, now John C. Lowbower, wrote in his letters. Although I
have received a grant, my research progresses very slowly as I do it all in
my spare time, but also due to its scope that could be endless. So much
happened during the years 1853 to 1863.
So what was Johann Lohbauer's life like in the United States? His
enthusiastic descriptions of everything American led me to research
farming, and farming machines, temperance movements, the beginnings of
the suffragette movement, homesteading, banking, and the many aspects of
the elections of 1856 and 1860.
It took a long time for John Lowbower to write a letter to his father. His
first is written from Bowen's Prairie, Jones County, State of Iowa, dated
June 26, 1856. In it his tribulations as an immigrant are vividly described.
He traveled on the traditional route to Madison, Wisconsin, then Galena,
Illinois and finally to Dubuque, Iowa . He worked as a sausage maker, a
bartender, a sign maker and as a miner in the mines of Queen Isabella of
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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Spain , anything to keep above water , always admiring the American way
of working.
In one letter he says that the German works with his brain, the
American on the other hand is far more practical in his application to work:
"The thinking mind of the German is replaced by the practical mind of the
American." He mentions that school education is poor, but more than made
up by the practical application to every job performed. He marvels how new
metropolises were erected in just two decades , such as Chicago or
Milwaukee. He admitted he had to learn the American way before he could
command a better salary. He strongly recommends that his brother, who
followed in his footsteps as a printer, come to the US to learn the business:
" If only he could look into an American print shop." He tells his father he
could learn more in six months over here than during the three years of a
regular apprenticeship in Switzerland: "The tools are much , much better ,
and the American way of working is totally different."
He continued to look for a place that suited him. Leaving Dubuque,
Iowa, he wandered southwest along the old military road, over prairies, to
end up in Bowen ' s Prairie on a stately farm of a Swiss J. from Wattenwyl,
Switzerland (abbreviated in his letter), which most probably stood for
Jaussi , which later most likely became Y oussee. Descendents of the
Y oussees ' still live today in Monticello , formerly Bowen ' s Prairie .
In an article in The Dubuque Daily Times of April 15, 1859 Bowen's
Prairie was described in the following way : "The prairie spreads over about
a township and a half of territory . It's soil is black loam varying from two
to four feet in depth , and is excellent for com , wheat and oats. More than
fifty springs are found on this prairie. The prairie is almost completely
surrounded by timber . It was settled not by speculators, but by persons
whose motto was "Live and Let Live."
Two years ago I visited the archaeological site of Bowen's Prairie. In
Iowa , whenever a highway is built, suspected dwellings of early immigrants
and also of American Indians have to be excavated and documented before
they are completely covered over. In the archeologist's report the Y oussee
farm is mentioned . Iowa , previously occupied by Meskwaki and Sac
American Indians , was opened for settlement after the Black Hawk War in
1832. Many Germans settled there , where the climate was moderate , ideal
for farming.
John Lowbower , as he is known now , loved that very idyllic spot, and
he loved farming , much to the dismay of his father. He didn't consider
himself anymore a failed bookbinder, nor a failed teacher , but a proud
farmer that worked the land. "America is a great equalizer ," he says . He
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/3
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describes in great detail modem farm machinery that relieved US farmers
of hard labor and drastically cut down the need for farm hands. "Yankee
ingenuity" revolutionized farming. Horse-tread power and oxen sweeps ran
the threshers, com-shellers and the com and cob grinders, often combined
into one single machine. Steam plows replaced oxen plows, as the prairies
were made into cultured land. He writes: "I have to tell you we have a
machine that cuts 150 acres of wheat, rakes and bundles it, all we have to
do is tie it, all in one swoop."

Archeological Team excavating Bowen's Prairie, Iowa.

On a farm close by they experimented with steam. "A small steam
engine can move 16 ploughs, you have to understand very small and very
special ploughs," he explains. "This machine with the name of many-reaper
had received first prize at the exhibition in Paris," he says proudly. Farms
in Iowa also experimented with new crops, some successful and others
complete failures like rice or Chinese sugar. He was full of awe and
reported enthusiastically: "You might get a laugh at the ci-devant teacher
to lead oxen or to see me plough the field. Life is good, healthy and I can
save a nice bit of money." He dreams of eventually putting down for a
claim of 160 acres and to build a house: "Not that I always want to stay a
farmer, but farming or buying and selling land is the best and safest one can
do in America." One wonders what his very urban family in Zurich thought
about such enthusiasm . This was at a time when citizens of Zurich very
much looked down on country folks. Not that far back the people of
Zurich's countryside had not even had civil rights. John Low bower justifies
his new life and says farming is an excellent career. And to emphasize that
farming is a reputable profession he mentions that in America, if he goes
anywhere, he is addressed as Mister Lowbower. And jokingly he says:
"Jede Mischter ish an Mister, aber nud jede Mister ish an Mischter." Or
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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translated from Swiss German: "Every Mister (dung hauler) is a Mister, but
not every Mister is a Mister (dung hauler)". He mentions that particularly
during economic down turns the value of farms stayed steady, whereas
many immigrants in urban areas had a hard time finding employment and
were unable to support themselves or their families.
The farm of J. must have been a particularly handsome settlement. He
writes to his sister: "You might be interested what it looks like in my
neighborhood. I will try to give you a small picture. I live in a beautiful
grassy valley, to the South demarcated with rich cornfields, to the North
with woods. A creek with lots of water flows through our land. In summer
we swim in it. On the sunny side a stately red brick frame and shingle house
speaks of the wealth of the owner. An orchard with 200 apple, cherry and
pear trees, all planted in rows, makes many of our neighbors envious. Close
to the house is a vegetable garden." "Flower gardens lack devotees and are
considered unnecessary!" he laments.
"Down at the creek is a well house, next to it a cheese making place. It
has on the second floor a neat flat, jokingly called L's honeymoon place.
Adjacent to it is a small blockhouse with a stone chimney-your brother's
place with a bedroom and a study." "It is a pretty drafty place in winter." In
one letter he tells his sister how good they have it in Zurich in their warm,
quite luxurious home at the Limmatquai.
"You might wonder," he says, "what kind of huts are these with big
overlapping roofs." "Those are storage facilities for com and stables for the
horses and mules." "Throughout the year cows, oxen and calves never stay
in stables as they do in Switzerland, they walk outside even in the coldest
winter."
"Are you a fan of fowl?" he asks. "Come and have a look at these
beautiful turkeys, cocks, pearl hens, shanghais and Indian hens. They all
live in a new chicken house, big enough for a small family to live in."
"Who are these three men with tom pants and jackets, beggars
perhaps?" No, he tells his brothers, they are the sons of J. "This, my
brothers, is how it is." "To work, the American wears the oldest clothes, but
when he dresses up you see no difference between city and country folks,
both are nobly dressed." "In America everybody is on equal footing," he
tells his family back in Switzerland. "So different from Europe, where the
social standing of a family is all important for the future of the young."
"Help yourself, and God will help you, is the motto of the Americans."
Iowa was a hunter's paradise with wildlife in overabundance. They had
at their doorsteps all sorts of fowl, prairie chicken, hares, deer, bears, owl,
and turtles (turtles are also mentioned in a later letter sent during the Civil
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/3
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War from the Arkansas Ozarks, where the turtle soup, as a rare delicacy,
was much appreciated by the troops and their officers). Wolves too were in
the area. "I never leave home without a rifle," he tells his father. The prairie
chicken he hunted around Bowen's Prairie he would take to Dubuque to sell
for extra pocket money for such extras as decent writing paper or his adored
chewing tobacco.
John Lowbower was an avid reader of newspapers. In many letters he
refers to articles he had read. At the Jones County Library in Anamosa,
Iowa, I found many articles mentioned by John. Apart from the three major
newspapers, like The New York Herald, which had the widest circulation in
the United States at that time, The New York Times, and The New York
Tribune, every town and county, every different political or local grouping
had their own little paper. And so did every immigrant group. The
information printed in these papers was many fold, from political to
educational. Positions were discussed, people were slandered, a very open
forum.
In 1857 the economy went bad. "The money crises," as he calls it,
started on the East Coast with ripple effects coming to the West; Iowa was
then considered West. "Our storage facilities are filled with an abundant
harvest with nowhere to go," he says. The larger metropolises are unable to
pay the price the farmers demand. "He therefore sells locally just enough to
survive, and hopes better times will come later." The Germans started to
band together, as "did in 1848 the Blouson under Louis Blanc in Paris" to
ask the government for food in such cities as Cincinnati, Boston,
Philadelphia and New York. John was shocked. They forget the American
principle "help yourself," he observes. "There is a big difference in our
relationship with our government here in the United States." "The US
government looks out for the American people, whereas in Germany, as an
example, the people have to look out for their government (monarchy)."
Much maligned at first, the seed was nevertheless planted for future labor
movements.
Others tried their luck by going farther West. Pike's Peak immigrants
came by Bowen's Prairie by the thousands. Even John Lowbower was
tempted to try his luck with gold digging. He prepared his trip to the new El
Dorado by outfitting a caravan, but unsuccessful returning gold diggers
brought an end to this venture. Kansas was the other El Dorado, often
mentioned by the newcomers. Immigration propaganda compared it to Italy.
So both J. and John seriously discussed the idea of moving there. They had
dreams of starting another settlement. But once they made that trip, it was
nothing compared to Iowa. All the good places were already settled. What
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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stayed available was expensive , lacked water and more important timber,
and on top of it he talks of "unhealthy fumes" ("Diinste"), that come out of
the ground . What might that be?
John was able to report back home on both presidential elections of
1856 and 1860. Politically everything was in flux , actually not much
different than what it is today. Loyalties shifted with increased immigration.
The papers were full of articles. The Whig party was dead; the Know
Nothing party fell out of favor. President James Buchanan, never a favorite
of immigrants , could be beaten as the Democrat candidate. The American
government tried to keep the newly developed territories free from slavery.
Immigrants, used to political discussions from back home, became very
active in these American political events , asserting their rights. Freemont
was their champion, supporting immigration and shorter periods requested
for naturalization. John in his second letter writes: "In our usually ever so
quiet Bowen's Prairie , we have seen a few days ago an assembly which in
size came close to the one in "Unterstrasse , Zurich of 1844." "Carts
decorated with oak leaves , pulled by four horses, flag carriers at the front
of the parade and a great music - this is how we young country folks
confronted the Democratic party to administer the blow of death to them."
Even now the huge flag with the inscription "For Freedom and Freemont"
is hoisted at our school house ."
New organizations were organized . John Lowbower became secretary
for the local Republican Party. He wrote to his representatives in
Washington to send position papers in German. He specifically asked for
copies of speeches, documents and reports. He later was part of a group
called the Wide-Awakes, a group that became instrumental in electing
Lincoln as President. Who were these Wide-Awakes? These politically
active clubs were semi-military and marched in torchlight campaign
parades. Their uniforms were most distinctive ; they wore glazed caps and
oilcloth capes to protect them from splatters of hot oil from their tin torches.
The Wide-Awakes typified the ritualistic aspect of that period , and provided
great entertainment. Long speeches were part of these events. John writes
what an incredible experience it was to listen to a speech of Stephen A.
Douglas , the presidential candidate for 1860. Douglas too was honored with
a major parade in Anemosa , Iowa . "More than 2000 torches, 4 singing
groups and several brass bands! Grandiose!" Still, he felt the most popular
singing and shooting festivals in Switzerland were more impressive. With
some success, John tried to convince many Democrats to vote Republican
in Jones County. Was the Wide-Awake movement just a short-lived
political movement , mainly in the Mid-West ? It must have had some
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/3
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traction. Very little is written about it, very little too in newspapers. I found
the Wide-Awakes mentioned in Harriett Beecher Stowes' book of Uncle
Tom's Cabin, and most recently I read about them in Louis S. Gerteis's
book Civil War St. Louis. My hope is to study further that aspect of midnineteenth century politics, which I believe was imported by German and
Swiss immigrants and was quickly found useful, and therefore adopted, by
the Republican Party.
In an undated letter sent from Bowen's Prairie, John Low bower tells his
father in Switzerland that the year 1860 will be most important politically.
And he was right. "The discord between the North and the South, or as he
says between freedom or slavery, has reached prime importance." John
Brown of Harper Ferry's action, he felt did more harm than good to the
cause. When J. bought land in Missouri, John's opinion was that J. made the
biggest mistake he had ever done. "In a slave state," which Missouri was at
that time, "land never appreciates."
Buchanan was not his favorite, particularly after he killed the
homestead bill. And the idea, as he says, "stealing Cuba to resettle slaves,
was very foolish." "You will see my dear father that at the end of the year,
this country will elect a Republican candidate."
When he talks about American women, his amazement does not stop.
"American women are spoiled, want the coffee served in bed, know how to
bake but cannot mend anything and have far too many rights." "They have
many clubs, and are part of many societies," he tells his stepmother. That
women were politically active astounded him the most. "Those fools," he
says, "have petitioned for the right to vote." "We might end up with a
woman as president in 1856," he writes jokingly. "If this happens, I would
have to return to Switzerland immediately." But his interest was piqued. He
therefore went to Dubuque to hear one of the suffragettes, or "Bloomers"
as they were called at that time, to give a speech at their flag dedication.
"Those political beauties wear knickers instead of a skirt, a short jacket,
opened more than absolutely necessary and on their head wear a cheeky
little hat with a feather. In their gloved hands they carry a whip. This is their
mandatory uniform." This is no lie, "es ist bi Gott a so". He was
nevertheless impressed with her speech. At the very end though, just as she
was ready to bless America, somebody from afar threw a piece of dung at
her head. "She must have thought this is a truly low act," he felt. The
suffragette movement had come from the East and moved with Mrs.
Bloomer and other "Bloomers" to Iowa where many of them had settled
with their husbands. If John Lowbower snickered about them, so did the
papers. They were full of jokes and cartoons at that time.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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Women started to assert themselves in other ways too. Women were
increasingly granted divorces. He says, "no other country has as many
divorces, women can walk out of a marriage at the whiff of a problem, and
usually win."
He was most surprised that in bankruptcies the communal law did not
apply. Assets of the wife could not be touched. Lawsuits too became
increasingly popular. Somebody like John, with his excellent education, was
in big demand for writing briefings and depositions. He wrote all the
position papers for J's daughter's upcoming divorce. Why did Americans
become litigatious? I believe that once the people had taken care of their
immediate needs, as they became more settled, they found the time to
quarrel. If one studies President Lincoln's law practice, there is a marked
increase in court cases during that period.
He also wrote many letters for his community. The people of Bowen's
Prairie used John as their personal secretary, as many of them did not know
how to read or write. Much to his annoyance, he became so much in
demand, that entire Sundays were taken up with writing not only business
letters, but many personal letters and most galling to him love letters. He
was truly embarrassed having to put amorous feelings on paper for
somebody else. This left little time for John to write letters on his own, as
farming kept him also very busy. Delivery of mail was often unreliable. He
tells his father to send letters over New York as the safest way. Postage was
another problem. Many letters required extra postage at the receiving end.
Uniform tariffs were only established later.
As a true Swiss he rallied against the Temperance Movement and
missed the local wines of the canton of Zurich. He totally disagreed that
abstinence from alcohol would lead to a more moral fiber of society: "There
soon won't be any water left in the Missouri with everybody drinking that
much water."
In all his letters John Lowbower comes through as a very decent young
man, perhaps sometimes too impulsive, but always honest: "My dear father
voice your opinion straight." He says, "I am not a violin that can be tuned
higher or lower at will." He lets his father know that he has left most of his
bad habits behind. He proudly tells him: "I have taken off my light vest with
the year end of 1855 and now wear a solid jacket." He must have been often
reminded by his father not to jump ship again. "Only check on me, my dear
father! You can do so directly or indirectly; I have nothing to hide and I
know that neither you, nor anybody else has to be ashamed of me. It hurts
to see that the trust in me has not yet been established." His father also
questions him on his financial situation. John has made a vow not to come
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol40/iss1/3
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back to Switzerland until he finds himself on solid financial ground. He
mentions how much money he was able to put aside: "You will remark this
is not much in two years, but you have to realize that at the beginning I
could not afford to save much." His goal was to eventually own land and a
little house. And in the back of his mind he wanted to use his education too.
As many people of that period, he was deeply religious in the Zwingli
way . He writes, "in religious aspects the United States offers a very
confused picture. Based on freedom of religion, Christians in many paradox
variations, Mormons, atheists (mainly in California among the Chinese) and
Jews proliferate. He explains that in areas not larger than Zurich are often
more than 20-30 assembly places , which differ tremendously from one
another. Crass atheism is also prevalent , as well as extreme piety and
nationalism (did he mean patriotism) . Unfortunately , he continues: "the
German contingent contributes the largest group of atheists. " "After the
Revolution of 1848/49 all sorts of political riffraff was sent to America .
They roam the country, decrying the Bible as a lie, and , exactly as at the
time of Danton and Robespierre , preach the faith ofreason." "And to these
sad individuals many of the German schools are entrusted. "
General Franz Siegel , later often favorably mentioned in JCL letters
from the Civil War, also belonged to this group . Franz Siegel had been
expelled from Switzerland for his political activities . At the National
Archives in Bern , minutes of the General Assembly meeting of 1851, attest
to this effect. But here in America General Siegel was able to become a
hero to the German immigrant community and also very much to John . How
is it that German immigrants from the War of 1848, expelled or maligned
by European governments, were able to become once again pillars of
society?
A church service is described in the most vivid language. "Most
Americans belong to a sect, on Sunday go to church several times a day ,
may I say not for religious reasons - it is a social event." "Can you imagine ,
at times women give the sermon! The congregation wails and sings , psalms
are crude, the sermons full of talk of sin". He wishes he could attend once
again one ofZschokke's sermons at the Grossmunster in Zurich. Neither do
the Methodist camps meet with his approval , and says, "what goes on there
one better not write about."
One day he was invited to observe the seance with a medium at a
neighboring farm. "This so called spiritualism ," he writes , "has spread
astonishingly fast in this otherwise so enlightened country; the strangest
thing about it is that among its disciples and apostles are not only old,
uneducated people, or sentimental idiots , but educated individuals, as I have
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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read in a description." "The spiritualists call themselves believers . They
communicate with the souls of deceased relatives and friends through a
medium or a facilitator, usually a woman." He writes: "the main
participants sat round the table, observers singing psalm around the
perimeter. The medium asked the ghost of the late Jacob Allen, do you want
to honor us with your presence? It was dead silent, the palpable tension was
felt all around the table ," much more so by John , he admits. The ghost
tested their patience for a long time. After he asserted he was happy in the
afterlife , he was asked if he would like to communicate anything to his
wife, whereupon he gave many instructions , such as collecting a debt from
a certain Isaac Parker and other useful information for his widow. Now John
was asked whether he too wanted to hear from his relatives. He says: "I
have to admit the temptation was enormous , I would have just loved to have
news from my dear late mother and also from my grandmother. But I
remembered the warning: Let the dead rest in peace! All the free thinkers
of the United States cannot convince me to abandon my comforting
religion. I have to tell you , my dear father , the temptation was tremendous.
I would have been able to find out if the spiritualism is based on truth or
illusion ."
As settlements increased
in the West , John Low bower
was dreaming , like many other
immigrants, of a town named
in his name or in the name of
his hometown in Switzerland.
"Lohbauertown"
for his
family
or
perhaps
"Emmaville" for his favorite
sister , was mentioned in a
letter. But little did he expect Mr. and Mrs . William E. Corbin , Historian ,
to have a small settlement Monticello , Iowa.
named Zurich in his honor. In
his eighth letter , proudly sent from Zurich , Jones County, December 1860,
he announces the news. In a newspaper article the local historian William
E. Corbin of Monticello, Iowa writes: "A young man named John C.
Lowbower in his latter teens arrived at the settlement and worked as a farm
hand. He was interested in promoting the location and convinced the people
to call the village Zurich, after his hometown in Switzerland . They set to
work to obtain a post office , and on October 18, 1860 the government
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Review

[February

opened a post office there. Zurich also had a school where John taught in
winter, a congregational church and several small businesses.
Mr. Corbin is also petitioning Congress to add an official memorial
between Bowen's Prairie and what was Zurich, Iowa, to honor the sons of
those two communities who had died in the Civil War. In his research Mr.
Corbin had located articles, written by John C. Lowbower and sent from the
South-West territory during the Civil War, that were published in local
newspapers.
There are many more observations in his letters such as a tornado he
experienced, Indian burial sites, the taking of the law into their own hands
by the hanging of thieves.
He documents in many letters the cost of goods, the yields of their
fields, what it took to buy a farm or farm equipment. For somebody
interested in economic data these letters reveal many interesting facts and
information.
The last four letters are all from the Civil War front in Missouri and
Arkansas. He enlisted in Zurich, Iowa, was mustered into the United States
Army at Dubuque, Iowa September, 1861. He did not succeed in enlisting
at his first attempt, being considered too short for service. He returned next
day with sand in his shoes and was promptly accepted as a Private of
Company D, 9th Regiment oflnfantry-Volunteers, Iowa. He entered the war
because of his conviction to defend and save the Union and the
Constitution. He justifies his action to his father by "You my dear father
offered your help during the "Sonderbund' s Krieg" to your homeland- our
situation is much the same, only on a grander scale." An article in The New
York Times of May 29, 1861 published an editorial titled "European
Precedent for America," in which the editors compared the civil war in
Switzerland to the civil war in the United States. They hoped that countries
like France and England would remain on the sidelines as they had done for
Switzerland at the time of their conflict.
By special order, No. 51 on October 41\ 1861 he was ordered to extra
duty as clerk to the Adjutant-General's Office of Brigadier-General Samuel
R. Curtis, in the Army of the South-West, Department of Missouri. Many
interesting descriptions of the duties of a clerk in the field are described in
these last letters. Early December 2003, I followed along John's footsteps,
covering the campaign of General Curtis through the Missouri and Arkansas
Ozarks. I visited the battlefield of Pea Ridge, whose official report of the
battle John Lowbower says he helped to write. I visited libraries in
Fayetteville and Batesville, Arkansas. I was able to corroborate so many
stories and details he wrote about. I even found evidence of the young
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2004
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woman, Emily Burr, the daughter of a rich merchant, whom he went to visit
with an introduction by the General. But more about this at another time.
John Lowbower was brutally killed October 6, 1863 close by Baxter
Springs, Kansas, by the Guerilla leader Quantrill and his band. The family
received many letters of his death from his friends in Iowa and in the
military. General Samuel R. Curtis wrote:
Keokuk, Iowa, October 28, 1863
"In response to your inquiry about the destiny of our dear
friend J.L., I am sending you this letter a newspaper article in
which the sad news about his death was published. I never knew a
more devoted and trustworthy friend. He was killed on the side of
my son, who loved him like a brother. If you could let his family
know about it, do it with the declaration of my sincerest sympathy.
He is one of those heroes that gave his life for his country and
freedom. Peace to his ashes.
Samuel R. Curtis
Major-General
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Map showing Johann Caspar Lohbauer's itinerary in American Midwest circa 1853.
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